Arthroplasty of the Knee: Current Techniques for Implant Alignment

Knieendoprothetik: aktuelle Techniken der Implantatausrichtung

ABSTRACT

When a total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is implanted using the traditional mechanical alignment technique, this typically results in a straight leg, independently of pre-operative or even pre-arthrotic varus or valgus alignment. With mechanical alignment, we distinguish between 2 different alignment techniques: ligament balancing and bony referencing according to bony skeletal landmarks. In ligament balanced technique beside the straight mechanical axis, the prosthesis is implanted at 90° to the latter. The rotational alignment of the femur is set according to the ligament tension. In the skeletal referenced technique, the rotation of the femur is also set according to bony skeletal landmarks. As a variation of this technique, the prosthesis can be implanted with anatomical alignment. In this technique, the medial slope of the joint line of 3° in the frontal plane is respected during the implantation of TKA. Both techniques result in comparable long-term results with survival rates of almost 80% after 25 years. On the other hand, 15–20% of TKA patients report dissatisfaction with their clinical result. For more than 10 years now, the kinematic TKA alignment concept has been developed with the goal to achieve implantation that is adapted to the individual anatomy of the patient. The advocates of this technique expect better function of TKA. This strategy aims to reconstruct the pre-arthrotic anatomy of a given patient while preserving the existing joint line and the mechanical axis without performing ligamentary release. Studies have shown that the function of the prosthesis is at least that good as in the conventional techniques. Long-term results are still sparse, but initial studies show that TKA implanted using the kinematic alignment technique exhibit comparable 10-year-survival rates to those implanted using the traditional mechanical alignment technique. Future studies need to show the limitations of this new technique and to identify patients who will or will not significantly benefit from this technique.
tienten, dass sie mit dem Ergebnis ihrer Knieprothese unzu-
frieden sind. Seit über 10 Jahren wird das kinematische Align-
ment weiterentwickelt, darunter eine Implantation der Endopro-
these entsprechend der individuellen Anatomie des einzelnen
Patienten zum Ziel hat, da die Verfechter dieser Methode sich
dadurch eine bessere Funktion der Prothese erwartet. Dabei
wird die präarthrotische Anatomie des Patienten rekonstru-
iert unter Erhalt der vorliegenden Gelenklinie und Beinachse
ohne Release der Bandstrukturen. In den bisherigen Studien
die Funktion der Patienten, die mit kinematischem Align-
ment operiert wurden, mindestens gleichwertig zum mecha-
nischen Alignment. Langfristige Ergebnisse sind noch spär-
lich, erste Studien zeigen, dass Prothesen mit kinematischer
Ausrichtung bis zu 10 Jahre nach der Operation vergleichbare
Überlebensraten der Endoprothesen im Vergleich zur mecha-
nischen Ausrichtung zeigen. Zukünftige Studien sind notwen-
dig, um die Limitationen dieser neuen Technik aufzuzeigen
bzw. die Patienten zu identifizieren, die möglicherweise bes-
sonders oder auch nicht vom kinematischen Alignment pro-
fitieren.

Introduction

Knee arthroplasty is a successful procedure and has been per-
formed in Germany some 170000 times in 2017 (unicompartmental and bicompartmental) [1]. However, many studies report
that 10–20% of patients are dissatisfied with their total knee ar-
throplasty (TKA) [2–4]. Among other things, these patients re-
port pain during exercise, recurrent swelling, stiffness, and feel-
ings of instability when climbing stairs [5]. The fields of implant
design [6] and TKA accuracy through navigation or personalised
cutting guides [7] have seen many developments in recent years
to improve this outcome. Although navigation has increased the
accuracy of TKA, the clinical outcome has not improved [8]. Con-
sequently, the alignment concepts for leg axis and joint lines have
been reconsidered and refined in recent years.

Definition of Leg Axis, Joint Lines and Ligament Tension for the Knee Joint

Knowledge of the leg axes and joint lines is indispensible for
understanding the individual alignment techniques in knee ar-
throplasty [9]. The mechanical leg axis is defined as the angle be-
tween the mechanical axis of the femur (centre of femoral head–
centre of knee joint) and the tibia (centre of knee joint–centre of
ankle joint). An interesting note is that in healthy volunteers the
mechanical leg axis in the frontal plane on average has about 1°
of varus deformity. In addition, men are more likely to have varus
legs; according to the literature, a varus deformity of 3° and more
is seen in 33%, and 4.5° and more, in 21% of men [10, 11]. The
mechanical axis of the femur runs at an angle of about 5°–7° to
the anatomical axis of the femur. The tibiofemoral joint line is
not perpendicular to the leg axis, but slopes lateromedial by 3°
on average. As a result, the angle between the mechanical axis of
the femur and the joint line is not 90° either, but rather 88° on
average when measured lateromedial (LDFA–lateral distal femo-
rangle). Likewise, the medial proximal tibial angle (MPTA) is not
90° either, but averages 87°. These angles have recently been con-
firmed, but vary greatly between individuals [12]. The difference
of about 1° is compensated by the ankle joint, which on average is
at 89° to the mechanical axis (Fig. 1a). Recently, Hirschmann
suggested a classification of the knee joints according to the three
angles above. A neutral leg axis with an MPTA of 87° and an LDFA
of 87°, with large variations, is most common [12]. Women tend
to have a slightly valgus alignment with a smaller MPTA, while
men are more likely to have a slightly more varus tibia resulting
in the entire leg axis being varus [13].

When walking, the ankle joint does not line up exactly below
the hip joint in the frontal plane, but somewhat further mediad,
and this results in an angle of approx. 3° to the mechanical axis
(Fig. 1b). This causes the joint line of the knee to parallel to the
ground when walking (Fig. 1c) [14].

In the sagittal axis the tibial slope must be taken into account.
This describes the angle between the tibial plateau and the axis of
the tibia and is 8° on average for the native knee joint, but varies
regularly between 0° and 15° [15–17].

The physiological ligament tension at the knee joint also varies
from person to person and differs in flexion and extension. In flex-
ion in particular, there is an increased laxity of the knee joint on
varus stress compared to the medial side and compared to exten-
sion [18]. This relative laxity of the lateral ligament complex in
flexion is essential for physiological flexion with medial pivoting
of the femoral condyle and lateral roll back.

Mechanical Alignment of the Knee Arthroplasty

With his “total condylar knee prosthesis” John Insall propagated
the concept of mechanical alignment in knee arthroplasty. He
sought to achieve a straight leg axis and an alignment of the fem-
oral and tibial components perpendicular to it, regardless of the
deformity. This concept supposedly resulted in uniform lateral
and medial loading of the polyethylene [19]. As a result of the
early implant failure due to varus placement of the tibial compo-
nent with older polyethylene inserts and increased wear, the goal
was to improve material survival [20]. These considerations were
also based on in vitro studies, which demonstrated uniform load-
ing on the insert and under the tibial component when resection
was performed perpendicular to the mechanical axis of the tibia
and femur [21].

Mechanical alignment of the knee arthroplasty promotes two
techniques:
- Ligament balancing, also called “tibia first” or “gap balancing”
- Bone referenced (anatomical), also called “femur first” or
“measured resection” in minor variants
In recent years, these techniques have been refined further and many surgeons employ hybrid techniques [22, 23].

**Surgical technique with ligament balancing**

Surgery in ligament balancing follows the principles of mechanical alignment and aims to ensure a straight leg axis. Rotational alignment of the femur is based on ligament tension in flexion. The objective is an extension/flexion gap with medial and lateral symmetry. After osteophyte resection (as with any technique), the first surgical step is to resect the tibia perpendicular to the mechanical axis of the tibia shaft (intra-/extramedullary alignment). After intramedullary femoral alignment, the cutting guide for resection of the distal femur is positioned such that the resection is performed perpendicular to the mechanical axis of the femur. This is followed by checking the ligament tension and performing a ligament release on the contracted side, if necessary. The release is continued until the gap is symmetrical with the mechanical leg axis. The cutting guide for the anterior and posterior femoral cut is attached with intramedullary alignment and the rotation of the femoral component adjusts via the ligament tension of the flexion gap. Ligament tensioners may be used here. After anterior and posterior femoral resection, the prosthesis is implanted.

**Surgical technique with bony referenced**

The intramedullary alignment for resection of the distal femur perpendicular to the mechanical axis of the femur is performed first. The rotation of the femoral component is aligned parallel to the surgical transepicondylar axis or by means of the posterior condyles, with 3° external rotation relative to them [22, 24] (Fig. 2), which is also known as “measured resection”. This is followed by resection of the tibia perpendicular to the tibial axis. The flexion and extension gaps and the leg axis are then checked. In case of an asymmetrical gap in the varus-valgus alignment, the contracted ligaments are released gradually until the gaps are symmetrical with the straight leg axis. If the flexion and extension gaps are asymmetrical, this has to be corrected by releasing the posterior capsule or by further resection of the distal or posterior femur [25].
Surgical technique with bony referenced – anatomical alignment

As one variant of the standard surgical technique with mechanical alignment, in anatomical alignment, the prosthesis is implanted such that its bearing surface follows the joint line and slopes medially by 3°. This technique was originally advocated by Hungerford [26, 27]. For the femur, the distal resection parallels the joint line (sloping medially by 3°) such that this will restore the lateral distal femoral angle (LDFA). The tibia, too, is resected according to the original joint line sloping inferiorly and medially by 3°, such that the medial proximal tibial angle is restored, or it is slightly adapted to adjust the leg axis to 180°. The rotation of the femoral component is set to parallel the posterior condyles (PCA, posterior condyle axis) [24, 28]. This is followed by checking the extension and flexion gaps and performing a soft tissue release as with the other techniques. The release can be challenging because with a previously balanced flexion gap a release on the medial structures in extension can lead to a lax medial flexion gap. This then requires a further release to establish symmetrical conditions and is often difficult to perform [22].

With the techniques above, which seek to achieve mechanical alignment of the TKA, it can simply be summarised that in TKA with measured resection, the resected bone is replaced and the ligaments are adapted such that the leg is mechanically straightened. In TKA with ligament balancing, ligament tracking is retained and the articulating surfaces are placed where they are guided by the new ligament tracking; the leg axis should be straight postoperatively, which often requires ligament release. With the mechanical alignment technique, which often requires a more extensive release, this carries the risk of iatrogenic ligament injury [29]. With ligament balancing, there is the risk of femoral internal rotation, especially in valgus deformity.

Ligament release

The gradual ligament release has already been described quite often and will therefore only be briefly discussed here [30]. It is important to remember which medial and lateral structures in which position of the knee joint (extension and flexion) are responsible for stability. Medially in extension, it is the superficial and deep fibres of the medial collateral ligament and to a lesser extent the pes anserinus. In flexion, it is mainly the superficial fibres of the medial collateral ligament. Laterally in extension, it is the lateral collateral ligament, the posterolateral capsule, the iliotibial band (at the Gerdy tubercle), less the popliteus tendon and the lateral gastrocnemius tendon. In flexion, the iliotibial tract and the capsule do not provide any substantial stability, but here the other structures mentioned are significant. Once the location of the contracture has been analysed, the corresponding fibres must be released step by step by notching (pie-crusting technique) or gradual detachment at the base [30].

Kinematic alignment

Kinematic alignment has been promoted and developed over the past 10 years, especially by Stephen Howell, and is based on the technique of measured resection and is known as “true measured resection” [31 – 34]. The objective of the kinematic alignment of the prosthesis is to restore the patient’s native knee kinematics as they existed before the osteoarthritis. This restores the individual joint lines (tibiofemoral) and the natural leg axis. To this end, just enough bone and cartilage is resected distally, posteriorly and tibially, taking into account the worn off cartilage which will be replaced by the TKA components. Usually, the ligaments are not released, only the osteophytes are resected. This procedure restores the ligament tension in all flexion positions to that of the patient’s native knee joint. Patellar tracking is also usually physiologically, as the natural Q angle is restored.

Several techniques for this procedure have been published [33 – 36]. The techniques initially published were performed with instruments customized to the patient and designed according to preoperative MRI. Today, there are robot assisted surgical techniques but also those with traditional instruments. Preoperative diagnostic radiography including leg axis is adequate for planning purposes.

The procedure starts with dissection of the femur. The femoral resection of the distal varus-valgus alignment takes into account the anatomical joint line and the cartilage wear to restore the patient’s LDFA (Fig. 1). This angle can be measured during planning and then restored through appropriate intramedullary alignment. The thickness of the resected cartilage can be reliably checked, as the femoral cartilage is about 2 mm thick and the required resection thickness can be calculated accordingly [37]. The rotation is aligned according to the posterior condyles parallel to the PCA, with the following posterior and anterior cut respecting the cartilage wear.

The tibia is also resected parallel to the joint line, taking into account cartilage wear. Any existing asymmetries in ligament ten-
Fig. 3 Leg axis radiograph of a patient with medial osteoarthritis of the knee and a varus deformity of 5°. a Planning of TKA with mechanical alignment: the tibial and femoral components are inserted with an LDFA and MPTA of 90°. As a result, the varus deformity is corrected by 5.1° resulting in a straight leg axis. This will probably require a medial ligament release. Postoperatively, the joint line will be perpendicular to the leg axis, thus changing by more than 5° due to the surgery. To adjust the flexion gap, this change in the joint line must be compensated either by appropriate ligament release or lateral rotation of the femoral component. b Planning of TKA with kinematic alignment in the same patient. The implanted TKA will keep the LDFA of 87.2° as well as the MPTA of 84.7°. This will correct the varus deformity by 2.7° and leave a varus of 2.5° as it was with the patient before the osteoarthritis. Ligament release will not be necessary, the joint line will be restored as before the surgery, and the rotation of the femoral component will remain unchanged.
sion require ligament release or are corrected by additional resection at the tibia. Asymmetries between lateral and medial are corrected by appropriate varus or valgus correction, asymmetries between the extension and flexion gaps are offset by increasing or decreasing the tibial slope. The concept of kinematic alignment accepts and even aspires to a physiologically lax lateral flexion gap. With the subsequent trial implants, patella tracking is usually central as the Q angle and femoral alignment have been physiologically preserved according to the rotational axis of the patella [31]. Through kinematic prosthesis alignment, the leg axis is restored to its prearthrotic position, and thus the leg axis is left with a varus or valgus deformity (Fig. 3). This is also based on the idea that the causes of axial deviation are often located outside the joint and therefore cannot be remedied physiologically by intraarticular correction.

**Restricted kinematic alignment**

Strict kinematic alignment also tolerates greater valgus and varus deformities of more than 5°. Some working groups using kinematic alignment view this critically, as there are no long-term results for such “axis deviations”. This resulted in the development of a so-called “restricted kinematic alignment”. Here, TKAs are implanted with kinematic alignment, with an LDFA and MPFA between 85° and 95° and a postoperative leg axis of ± 3° maximum. In all cases exceeding these values, the angles are corrected until they are within the range of “restricted kinematic alignment” [36, 38].

**Adjusted mechanical alignment and functional alignment**

Other techniques are currently reported, which also attempt to restore the natural kinematics of the knee joint. Put simply, these seek to leave a small measure of residual deformity. Unlike in kinematic alignment, the bony position is corrected if there are major deviations from the traditional target values in mechanical alignment. This supposedly ensures that the position of the TKA does not deviate significantly from these target values. With adjusted mechanical alignment (amA), the tibia is also inserted perpendicular to the tibial axis, as with traditional mechanical alignment. Adjusting the femur to slight varus or valgus angle will leave a small residual deformity. However, deviations of more than 3° varus or valgus are corrected [39, 40]. Some proponents of this technique have reported good results, but so far only retrospectively and without a control group [39].

In functional alignment, a slight varus or valgus deformity also remains, but the goal is to establish a leg axis of ± 3° as well. A leg axis with small varus or valgus deformity is obtained by leaving the femur or tibia in varus or valgus alignment, although it is not specified when which corrections are made [41]. This technique demonstrated good results in a trial without control group and is currently being evaluated in an ongoing trial comparing it with mechanical alignment [42, 43].

> Table 1 presents the target values for the leg axes and the various values for the different techniques. Fig. 4 illustrates the various alignment techniques in the coronal plane.
Pros and Cons of the Various Alignments

The discussion whether the tibial component should be implanted first followed by ligament-guided alignment of the femoral component, or whether the implantation should be performed anatomically, and thus the femur resected first with bony referencing, has been going on for decades. A recent metaanalysis with data from more than 2500 patients did not yield any difference between the techniques in terms of clinical scores and complications [44]. However, both techniques agree that a straight leg axis should be restored with a maximum deviation of ± 3°. Reliable long-term outcome is available for both techniques, and the prosthesis materials and designs have been developed to last long when mechanically aligned. And the instruments have been designed to allow safe mechanically aligned arthroplasty.

In recent years, however, the dogma of the required straight leg with a mechanical axis between ± 3° after knee arthroplasty has been called into question. On the one hand, Bellemans was able to show that only a small percentage of people have a neutral mechanical alignment and that on average the mechanical leg axis at 1.2° varus angle. 33% of men have a varus leg axis of more than 3°. The implantation of TKAs with traditional mechanical alignment always requires a release of the medial collateral ligament in these patients. For these patients, the authors therefore recommend leaving a small degree of varus deformity [10]. On the other hand, a trial at the Mayo Clinic with more than 15 years of follow-up demonstrated that the revision rate of knee joints within the ± 3° target range was comparable to those outside this corridor [45]. Insall himself already noted in 1988 that the concept of the mechanical axis does not do justice to every patient and therefore only represents a “compromise” [46]. The rate of

### Table 2 Pros and cons of mechanical alignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simplicity</td>
<td>Optimal joint line position unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproducibility</td>
<td>Up to 20% patients dissatisfied or not completely satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiar surgical technique</td>
<td>TKA orientation not corresponding to the native anatomy results in hyperextension of the ligaments or instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known long-term results</td>
<td>Precise ligament release not possible in all joint positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most implants and instruments designed for mechanical alignment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15–20%, presented above, of patients dissatisfied with their TKA, was seen in patients with mechanical alignment. Especially in the patients with constitutional varus deformity described by Bellemans, mechanical alignment of the arthroplasty will result in hyperextension of the medial collateral ligament, which may become symptomatic, and intraoperative release may be difficult to dose [10]. ▶ Table 2 lists these pros and cons (after [28]).

Among other things, these developments led to kinematic alignment. Howell was one of the first users and reported very good clinical outcomes in follow-up trials [32,33]. Critics of this technique warned that deviation from the perpendicular alignment of the tibia to the mechanical axis could result in early failure [47]. However, several trials were able to confirm that, at least in the medium run, patients with “varus” or “valgus” deviation did not display higher revision rates [32, 48]. This is because the joint line sloping mediad parallels the ground when walking, as then the distance between the ankle joints is smaller than between the hips. As a result, the load on the tibia during walking becomes physiological again. In addition, kinematic alignment in the varus knee reduces the knee adduction moment compared to mechanical alignment, and this also reduces implant loading [49].

Personalised implants might be interesting in this context as their different implant and insert thickness restores the patient’s native joint line. The tibial component can then be implanted perpendicular to the leg axis. It should be noted, however, that certain personalised implants are only approved for the restoration of a neutral leg axis, and thus personalised restoration of the leg axis is not possible with all custom implants.

Since the femoral component is not implanted in 3° external rotation to the transepicondylar axis, increased patellar complaints were predicted for kinematic alignment. However, a very low rate of revision due to patellar problems has been reported (13 patients from a pool of over 3,000 patients) [50]. Initially, this revision rate is surprisingly low, probably due to several factors. Firstly, the Q angle is restored physiologically during kinematic alignment, since the tibial tuberosity remains unchanged during surgery, due to the joint line sloping mediad, and is not lateralised as in mechanical alignment. On the other hand, femoral positioning according to the joint line allows physiological “saddling” of the patella, and the lateral condyle does not move distad (▶ Fig. 5). Another working group was able to demonstrate that intraoperative lateral release was needed in only 2% of cases [38]. With regard to these good outcomes regarding patella function, it should be noted that there have not yet been any trials explicitly following up the outcomes in patients with marked lateralisation or dysplasia of the patella who have undergone TKA with kinematic alignment.

A potentially significant benefit of personalised implants is the independent restoration of the trochlea and posterior femoral condyles. In case of a hypoplastic trochlea with lateralised patella, the kinematic alignment of the femoral shield using the posterior condyles can result in a lateralised patella. Personalised implants

▶ Table 2 Pros and cons of kinematic alignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▪ Restores natural ligament tension</td>
<td>▪ Lack of long-term outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Possibly better pain reduction, function and mobility</td>
<td>▪ Insufficient data on how to proceed in severe patellar lateralisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Less soft tissue release</td>
<td>▪ Unclear what degree of residual valgus/varus can remain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Faster rehabilitation</td>
<td>▪ Most instruments not designed for kinematic alignment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

▶ Fig. 5 a The figure illustrates a TKA with mechanical alignment and an LDFA of 90° and patellar position in flexion. b Prosthesis with kinematic alignment and an LDFA of 87° with the patella in flexion. It can be seen that on flexion the valgus restoration of the LDFA presses the lateral patella less distad than in mechanical alignment. Illustration by R. Himmelhan copyright P. Weber and H. Gollwitzer.
could direct the anterior femoral shield slightly with external rotation according to the patient’s anatomy, thus restoring the latter. This may be one option to enable better patellar tracking in dysplasia without having to change the flexion gap by external rotation of the femoral component.

The first published ten-year follow-up reported very low failure rates for kinematic alignment with a survival rate of 97.5% [51]. Several comparative trials have been published in recent years. Some of them, including some randomised trials, showed a benefit in knee function with kinematic alignment. A few trials could not find any differences between the techniques, but kinematic alignment was not inferior in any of the studies. In summary, several metaanalyses demonstrated a benefit for kinematic alignment in terms of clinical scores and flexion [52–54]. Most recently, a metaanalysis was published that included only randomised controlled trials. It is important to note that this analysis did not include a trial from the group led by Howell, the developer of the technique. Better outcomes regarding function, flexion and operating time for kinematic alignment were demonstrated [55].

When analysing the kinematic alignment technique, however, it must be critically noted that only few long-term results are available, and that it has recently been demonstrated that the 25-year survival rate for TKAs with traditional alignment is 82% [56]. Nor is the question resolved to what extent the native anatomy of the patient should be restored, or when some correction of the anatomy might be appropriate. Whether, for example, a TKA with a leg axis of 6°–7° valgus deformity will function for a long time is quite uncertain. Until these questions are solved, the techniques of so-called “restricted kinematic alignment” may be useful. For instance, Venditelli et al. recommend TKA according to the native anatomy if in planning the leg axis has a residual valgus or varus deformity of up to 3°; otherwise corrections are recommended until the prosthesis is within this range. They recommend the same approach for the alignment of the femoral and tibial components (LDFA and MPTA), where varus and valgus deviations of 5° maximum from the 90° axis should be tolerated [36]. These recommendations are rather cautious, particularly in view of the fact that VanLommel et al. were able to demonstrate as early as 2013 that patients with varus knee had the best clinical outcome, if their postoperative leg axis was between 3° and 6° varus compared to 0°–3° varus [39]. However, the technique of “restricted kinematic alignment” could be useful from a medico-legal perspective. Until it is clear which malalignments may be left as they are, the restricted kinematic alignment is currently “safer” because it only leaves small varus or valgus deformities. The same is true for functional alignment, although the data on this is still quite limited [41]. In the case of kinematic alignment, it is advisable to inform the patient preoperatively about leaving him/her with a slight valgus or varus knee. ▶ Table 3 lists the pros and cons of kinematic alignment (after [28]).

Conclusion and Outlook

Total knee arthroplasty is safely possible with both bony referencing and ligament balancing. Pursuing a straight leg axis regardless of the baseline situation results in high patient satisfaction and reliable long-term outcome. The outcome in the trials published to date on kinematic alignment of the TKA based on the native anatomy of the patient is at least equivalent in the short and medium run. Restoring the prearthrotic state restores the physiological ligament tension and usually renders a release of the ligament structures unnecessary, with this technique leaving a physiologically somewhat lax lateral flexion gap. Leaving a moderate valgus or varus deformity does not increase the revision rate, at least not in the medium term. The long-term outcome is still open, but it appears that restoring the native anatomy of the patient will play a role in future knee arthroplasties. Future studies are required to reveal the limitations of this new technique and identify those patients who may benefit significantly from kinematic alignment.

However, restoring the patient’s native anatomy is sometimes difficult to accomplish with the traditional instruments available. It is easier to position a tibia perpendicular to the axis than to restore an angle of 3°–4° varus deformity. In future, robotics and personalised cutting guides will not only help strive for this precise alignment, but also to achieve it [42]. Only then can the techniques restoring the native anatomy and the conventional techniques be compared exactly, as is being studied in current trials [43]. The conventional alignment techniques cannot yet achieve precise alignment in all cases, which makes it even more difficult to compare the outcome of the various techniques.
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